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Where are we? 

# Title

1 Introduction

2 Web Science + TourPack project (separate slideset)

3 Service Science

4 Web services

5 Web2.0 services + ONLIM APIs

6 Semantic Web

7 Semantic Web Service Stack (WSMO, WSML, WSMX)

8 OWL-S and the others

9 Semantic Services as a Part of the Future Internet and Big Data Technology

10 Lightweight Annotations

11 Linked Services

12 Applications

13 Mobile Services
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Outline

• Motivation

• Technical solution
– REST Conceptual Overview

– RESTful Web Service Technologies
• HTTP

• XML

• JSON

• AJAX

• WADL

• Illustration by a larger example

• Extensions

• Summary

• Resources
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Motivation
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Motivation

• What is Web 2.0?
– Commonly associated with web applications that facilitate interactive information 

sharing, interoperability, user-centered design and collaboration on the WWW1.

– Usually connected with the notions of read-write web, social web but also 
programmable web2.

• Typical characteristics of Web 2.0 applications
– Users can produce and consume data on a Web 2.0 site

– Web is used as a participation platform

– Users can run software applications entirely through a Web browser

– Data and services can be easily combined to create mashups

1 Taken from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_2.0

2 http://www.programmableweb.com

6

Motivation
Examples
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Motivation
Examples

• File Sharing: 
– Flickr (Images),
– YouTube (Videos),
– Wikipedia (Online Encyclopedia),
– Blogs,
– Open Source Community (Linux).

• File Management
– Tagging
– Sharing 
– Collaboration

• Social Websites and 
Communication:

– Facebook,

– LastFM,

– StudiVZ,

– LinkedIn, Xing.

• Open Systems: APIs, partly open 
source; allow extensions by users.

8

Sharing

• Can use specialized applications (see below) of features of other platforms and 
services (e.g. share photos through Facebook)

• Examples: 
– Flickr – as a means of exchanging photos, visible to all users (no account necessary), allows 

users to post comments;

– Slideshare – channel for storing and exchanging presentations;

– YouTube and VideoLectures – sharing videos, all users can see the posted videos and leave 
comments on the websites

– Social Bookmark sites: e.g. delicious, digg, StumbleUpon, Pinterest

– Social News websites: e.g. reddit

8
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Sharing

slideshare

• Launched in 2006

• Is a Web 2.0 based slide hosting service

• Users can upload files privately or publicly as: PowerPoint, PDF, Keynote or
OpenOffice presentations

• Slide decks can then be viewed on the site itself, on hand held devices or
embedded on other sites

• SlideShare also provides users the ability to rate, comment on, and share the
uploaded content

9

Slide Sharing

10

Sharing

flickr

• Launched in 2004, and acquired by Yahoo! in 2005
• Image and video hosting website, web services suite and online community
• It is a popular website for users to share and embed personal photographs
• It is a service widely used by bloggers to host images that they embed in blogs and

social media
• features:

– accounts, groups and access control
– organization (based on tags added on the pictures),
– organizr (web application for organizing photos within an account that can be accessed

through the Flikr interface),
– picnik (default photo editor in a partnership with Picnik online photo-editing application),

access control,
– interaction and compatibility with other applications (e.g. RSS and Atom feeds)
– filtering (lets members specify by default what types of images they generally upload and

how "safe" the images are),
– licensing, map sources (georgraphic locations), account-undelete option (reverse an

account rermination)

10

Picture Sharing
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Sharing

YouTube

• Video-sharing website where 
users can upload, view and
share videos

• Features
– Video technology: Playback

(re-watch a video), Uploading
(up to 15 min),
Quality and codecs and
3D videos

– Content accessibility - view 
videos on web pages outside 
the site

– Localization - adaptability to 
different languages, regional 
differences and technical 
requirements

11

Video Sharing

12

Sharing

Videolectures

• Launched in 2007

• VideoLectures.NET is a free and open access educational video lectures repository.

• The lectures are given by distinguished scholars and scientists at the most important
and prominent events such as conferences, summer schools, workshops and science
promotional events from many scientific fields.

• The portal is aimed at promoting science, exchanging ideas and fostering knowledge
sharing by providing high quality, didactic contents not only to the scientific
community but also to the general public.

• All lectures, accompanying documents, information and links are systematically
selected and classified through the editorial process whilst taking into account users'
comments.

12

Video Sharing
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Sharing

• Is a method for Internet users to organize, store, manage and search for bookmarks
of resources online.

• Descriptions may be added to these bookmarks in the form of metadata, so users
may understand the content of the resource without first needing to download it for
themselves.

• The resources themselves are not shared, merely bookmarks that reference them.

• Social bookmarking is particularly useful when collecting a set of resources that are to
be shared with others.

• Anyone can participate in social bookmarking.

13

Social Bookmarking

14

Sharing

delicious

• Founded in 2003

• Is a social bookmarking web service for storing, sharing, and discovering web
bookmarks

• Characterized by a non-hierarchical classification system in which users can tag each
of their bookmarks with the desired index terms (which generates a kind of
folksonomy)

• A combined view of everyone's bookmarks with a given tag is available

• The most important links or popular ones can be seen on the home page, "popular"
and "recent" pages

• All bookmarks are publicly viewable by default - the public aspect is emphasized the
site is not focused on storing private bookmark collections

• But users have the ability to mark some as private and imported ones are private by
default

14

Social Bookmarking
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Sharing

digg

• Launched in 2004

• User-driven social content website

• After a user submits content, other users read their submission and "Digg" what they
like best

• Allows users to vote stories up or down (called digging and burying, respectively)

• If a story receives enough Diggs, it is promoted to the first page

15

Social Bookmarking

16

Sharing

StumbleUpon

• Launched in 2001.

• Is a discovery engine that finds and recommends web content to its users.

• StumbleUpon uses collaborative filtering (an automated process combining human
opinions with machine learning of personal preference) to create virtual communities
of like-minded Web surfers.

• Rating web sites update a personal profile (a blog-style record of rated sites) and
generate peer networks of Web surfers linked by common interest.

• These social networks coordinate the distribution of Web content, so that users
"stumble upon" pages explicitly recommended by friends and peers.

• Giving a site a thumbs up results in the site being placed under the user's "favorites".

16

Social Bookmarking
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Sharing

reddit

• Is a social news website where the registered users submit content, in the form of
either a link or a text "self" post.

• Other users then vote the submission "up" or "down," which is used to rank the post
and determine its position on the site's pages and front page.

• In December 2011, Reddit served just over 2 billion page views to almost 35 million
visitors *

17

http://www.businessinsider.com/the-secret-to-reddits-astounding-success-an-easy-customization-process-you-should-copy-2012-1

Social Bookmarking

18

Sharing

Social bookmarking

• Pinterest

– Pinterest is a more a “catalog of ideas” than a social network

– It is owned and operated by Pinterest

– Users define fields of interest

– Users can pin interesting contents to different boards

– Boards can be public or secret

– Invite and follow friends

– Users can pin websites

– Or upload pictures

18
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Sharing

19

All figures taken from: http://w3techs.com/technologies/comparison/so-deliciouswidgets,so-diggwidgets,so-pinterest, 9/29/2015

20

Sharing

20

All figures taken from: http://w3techs.com/technologies/comparison/so-deliciouswidgets,so-diggwidgets,so-pinterest, 9/29/2015
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Sharing

21

All figures taken from: http://w3techs.com/technologies/comparison/so-deliciouswidgets,so-diggwidgets,so-pinterest, 9/29/2015
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Collaboration

Wiki

• “Wiki” = Hawaiian word for “fast” of “quick”.

• Described by the developer of the first wiki software, Ward
Cunningham, as the “simplest online database that could
possibly work”*.

• Websites whose users can add, modify or delete content
via a web browser using simplified markup language or a
rich-text editor.

• Are powered by wiki software.

• Most of the content is created collaboratively.

• Promotes meaningful topic associations between different
pages by making link creation intuitively easy and showing
whether an intended page exists or not.

• It seeks to involve the visitor in an ongoing process of
creation and collaboration that constantly changes the Web
site landscape

• However – once created the information remains static
until another user edits or deletes it. *http://www.wiki.org/wiki.cgi?WhatIsWiki

22
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Collaboration

23

Example Wiki

Biggest online free 
encyclopedia

24

Collaboration

Google Docs

• Is a free, Web-based office suite and data storage service.

• It allows users to create and edit documents online while
collaborating in real-time with other users. 

• Google Docs combines the features of Writely and Spreadsheets with a presentation
program incorporating technology designed by Tonic Systems.

• Data storage of files up to 1 GB total in size was introduced on January 13, 2010, but
has since been increased to 15 GB, documents using Google Docs native formats do
not count towards this quota.

• Its main features rely on storage, file limits, and supported file formats.

24
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Collaboration

Evernote

• Launched in 2007 in California

• Multi-platform app for:

– note taking

– organizing

– Archiving

• Supported OS
– Microsoft Windows

– OS X

– Android

– BlackBerry OS

– iOS

– Windows Phone

– PebbleOS

– Android Wear

– ...

25
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Social Networks

• Provide a community aspect, i.e. forms a community that shares information in a
multi-directional way

• Common features (regardless of platform):
– construct a public/semi-public profile;

– articulate list of other users that they share a connection with;

– view the list of connections within the system

• Some sites allow users to upload pictures, add multimedia content or modify the look
and feel of the profile

• Social networks typically offer more than one channel of dissemination (thus they will
be considered platforms with many available dissemination channels):

– Facebook and Google+: Pages, Groups, Share options

– LinkedIn and Xing are focused on professional use and fit the purpose of organizations

26
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Social Network

Facebook

• Facebook is a social networking service and website;

• Launched in February 2004

• It is owned and operated by Facebook, Inc.

• 1.49 billion monthly active users as of June 30, 2015 *

• 1.31 billion mobile monthly active users as of June 30, 2015 *

• Users must register before using the services.

• Users can create a personal profile, add friends, exchange messages, chat (the
company has also launched a separate instant messaging service), receive automatic
notifications, take part in games, etc.

27

* http://newsroom.fb.com/company-info/

28

Social Network

Google+

• Launched in 2011.

• Social networking and identity service owned and operated by Google Inc.

• Integrates social services such as Google Profiles. 

• Introduces new services such as Circles, Hangouts and Sparks.

• Share photos, videos, links, or anything else that’s on your mind. 

• Users can share using the share box on any Google site or +1 buttons across the web.

• There are about 2.2 billion G+ profiles *

• 0.2% – 0.3% of all G+ profiles, about 4-6 million users, have made public post in 2015 *

28

* http://uk.businessinsider.com/google-active-users-2015-1
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Social Network

LinkedIn

• Founded in December 2002

• LinkedIn is the world’s largest professional network

• It has over 380 million members *

• LinkedIn connects users to their trusted contacts 

• Helps users exchange knowledge, ideas, and opportunities with a broader network of 
professionals.

• It allows users to search, keep in touch and extend their networks of professionals

29

* http://expandedramblings.com/index.php/by-the-numbers-a-few-important-linkedin-stats/

30

Social Network

30

Xing

• Social and business networking tool for professionals
with 9 million users;

• Initially established as Open business Club AG in August 2003 in Germany; name
was changed to Xing in November 2006

• Main competitor is LinkedIn

• Seems to attract more small business and independent business owners than its
competitors

• Basic membership is free

• The platform uses https and has a rigid privacy and no-spam policy.

* https://corporate.xing.com/no_cache/deutsch/unternehmen/xing-ag/
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Social Network

• Market share for December 2011 (according to ComScore):

31

http://techcrunch.com/2011/12/22/googlesplus/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+Techcrunch+%28TechCrunch%29

Worldwide Unique Visitors Percentage

Facebook.com 792,999,000 55.1 %

Twitter.com 167,903,000 11.7 %

LinkedIn.com 94,823,000 6.6 %

Google+ 66,756,000 4.6 %

MySpace 61,037,000 4.2 %

Others 255,539,000 17.8 %

Total 1,438,877,000 100 %

32

Social Network

32

http://www.dreamgrow.com/t
op-10-social-networking-
sites-by-market-share-of-

visits-july-
2015/?utm_source=Twitter&
utm_medium=tweet&utm_ca

mpaign=TweetingPK
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Internet Forums and Discussion Boards

• Web applications managing user-generated content

• Early forums can be described as a web version of an email list or newsgroup

• Internet forums are prevalent in several countries: Japan, China

• Are governed by a set of rules

• Users have a specific designated role, e.g. moderator, administrator

• The unit of communication is the post

• Common features

– Tripcodes and capcodes - a secret password is added to the user's name following a
separator character

– Private message

– Attachment

– BBCode and HTML

– Emoticon or smiley to convey emotion

– Poll

– RSS and ATOM feeds

– Other forum features

33
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Online Discussion Groups

• Many-to-many

• Threaded conversations

• Usually created on a particular topic

• Have different access levels

• Better for disseminating within a group that shares common interests as the purpose
of the services is to enable collaboration, knowledge and information sharing and
open discussions

• Examples: Google Groups, Facebook Groups, Yahoo! Groups, LinkedIn Groups, Xing
Groups.

• Similar in many ways to Discussion boards and Internet Forums

34
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Online Discussion Groups

Google Groups

• Not a common forum software

• Includes an archive of Usenet news group postings dating back to 1981

• Strongly focuses on the concept of mailing list - Can have parallel mailing lists (can
use Google groups to archive another mailing list, such as Yahoo Groups)

• Need a Google account to access groups or post messages;

• What can be shared: there is a limit of 25MB including attachments/ group

• Joining a group: Invitation or request. Owners can make an opt-out issue by inviting
members directly through their email address

• Notifications:
– No email: read group postings only online

– Abridged Email: one summary email of new activity/day

– Digest Email: get up to 25 full messages in a single email

– Email: send each message to me as it arrives

• Noise: the level of noise is dependent on the managers;

• Fully integrated with Google products : Google Calendars, Google Docs, Google
Sites

35
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Online Discussion Groups

36
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Online Discussion Groups

Yahoo! Groups

• Yahoo! Groups is one of the world’s largest collections of online discussion boards.

• Group messages can be read and posted by e-mail or on the Group's webpage like a
web forum.

• Members can choose whether to receive individual, daily digest or Special Delivery e-
mails, or simply read Group posts on the Group’s web site

• Groups can be created with public or member-only access.

• Yahoo! Groups service provides additional facilities for each Group web site, such as
a homepage, message archive, polls, calendar

• announcements, files, photos, database functions, and bookmarks

37
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Online Discussion Groups

Facebook Groups

• Create a private space (group) to share
– Post updates, questions, photos;

– Chat with the group;

– Create share docs

– Schedule group events

• Members can stay in touch using:
– Notifications regarding new posts and updates

– The group’s shared email address to connect off Facebook

38
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Online Discussion Groups

39

• Pages allow real organizations, businesses,
celebrities and brands to communicate
broadly with people who like them.

• Pages may only be created and managed by
official representatives.

• Privacy: information and posts are public and 
generally available to everyone on Facebook.

• Audience: 
– Anyone can like a Page to become connected

with it and get News Feed updates.
– There is no limit to how many people can like a

Page.
– Visitor statistics

• Communication: 
– Page admins can share posts under the Page’s

name.
– Page posts appear in the News Feed of people

who like the Page.
– Page admins can also create customized apps

for their Pages and check Page Insights to track
the Page’s growth and activity.

• Groups provide a closed space for small groups
of people to communicate about shared
interests.

• Groups can be created by anyone.
• Privacy: groups offer three levels of control over 

shared information: open, closed and secret. In 
secret and closed groups, posts are only visible 
to group members.

• Audience:
– Group members must be approved or added by 

other members. 
– When a group reaches a certain size, some 

features are limited (e.g. chat). 
– The most useful groups tend to be the ones you 

create with small groups of people you know.
• Communication: 

– In groups, members receive notifications by default 
when any member posts in the group. 

– Group members can participate in chats, upload 
photos to shared albums, collaborate on group 
docs, and invite all members to group events.

Groups: smaller number of people.
Pages: large number of followers 

Facebook Groups

40

Online Discussion Groups

LinkedIn

• Discover the most popular discussions.

• Take an active part in determining the top discussions by liking and commenting.

• Follow the most influential people in your groups by checking the Top Influencers
board or clicking their profile image to see all their group activity.

• Review new members or search for specific ones.

• See both member-generated discussions and news in one setting.

• Easily browse previews of the last three comments in a discussion.

• Find interesting discussions by seeing who liked a discussion and how many people
commented.

40
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Online Discussion Groups

41

Xing

• Social and business networking tool for professionals with over 8 million users;

• Initially established as Open business Club AG in August 2003 in Germany; name
was changed to Xing in November 2006

• Main competitor is LinkedIn

• Seems to attract more small business and independent business owners than its
competitors

• Basic membership is free

• The platform uses https and has a rigid privacy and no-spam policy.

42

Online Discussion Groups

42

Tool Website Description

Meetup www.meetup.com Meetup is an online social networking portal that facilitates offline group 
meetings in various localities around the world [Wiki]. 

GroupSpaces groupspaces.com GroupSpaces (styled groupspaces) is a London‐based online company that 
provides technology to help real‐world clubs, societies, associations and 
other groups manage their membership and activities, and promote 
themselves online [Wiki].

Windows Live 
Groups

groups.live.com Windows Live Groups is an online service by Microsoft as part of its 
Windows Live range of services that enable users to create their social 
groups for sharing, discussion and coordination [Wiki].
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Online Discussion Groups

43

Characteristics Google Groups Yahoo Groups Facebook Groups LinkedIn 
Groups

Xing Groups

Forums Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Chat Threaded 
conversation

Yes Yes (max 250 
members)

No No

Shared email Yes Yes Yes No No

Upload content (documents, 
images, videos)

Not part of 
groups
Google Docs

Yes Yes Via weblinks Yes

Maximum Storage 25 MB posts and 
attachments

200 MB Unlimited ‐‐ 2 MB

Integrate external content 
(RSS feeds)

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Notifications Customizable: no 
email, abridged, 
digest, email

Email Email, FB 
notifications

Email, 
bundled

http 
newsletter

Search features Google Search / 
Directory Search

Yahoo search,
separate group 
search

Not a separate 
function (Facebook 
classic search), 
clumsy and no 
group suggestion

Advanced  ‐
search for 
group, 
member,
event

Advanced

44

Social Network vs. Online Discussion Groups

• ODG have a limited number of members;

• ODG are intended for a smaller number of people to collaborate (Facebook places
the number at 250 members);

• ODG have a specific purpose – a goal that unites all members, i.e. a discussion topic.

• In ODG the number of members and the ideas of the members are known to all
participants.

• ODG have a creator/owner recognized by all members;

• ODG follow a set of rules determined by the administrator, moderator or owner;

• In ODG members may have different roles: administrator, moderator, owner,
participant, etc.

44
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Social Network vs. Online Discussion Groups

• Moderators and administrators ensure that the ODG’s internal code of conduct is
followed;

• In ODG all members have access to the same shared resources;

• ODG members do not have to be connected with the other members (other than the
group) to communicate

• SN vary in size and heterogeneity;

• In SN different members have access to different resources (e.g. some members
might have restricted access to a friend’s photo archive);

• In SN members do not know how many participant exist, or who they are.

45
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Motivation

• Large quantities of data are on the Web

• The data needs to be managed in an appropriate manner
– Retrieved, queried, analyzed, transformed, transferred, stored, etc.

• Technical solutions are needed to enable a truly Programmable Web
– Easy integration of data and services on the Web

– Desktop apps should work with Web apps

• Flickr uploadr, Google calendar update/sync

– Web apps should work with the other Web apps
• LinkedIn can import your Facebook friends

• Facebook can import your Dopplr trips

– Mashups should be enabled
• Easy service composition

• The solution can be seen in the form of Web 2.0 services
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Motivation
Example Mashup: Housingmaps.com

48

• Housingmaps.com is a mashup created of
– Craigslist

• A centralized network of online communities, featuring free online classified 
advertisements – with sections devoted to jobs, housing, personals, for 
sale, services, community, gigs, résumés, and discussion forums.

– Google Maps
• The properties described in Craigslist are placed on a map.

• The true power of the applied Web 2.0 approach comes from the fact 
that it is "in no way affiliated with craigslist or Google”

– It consumes Web 2.0 services provided by Craigslist and Google 

Motivation
Example Mashup: Housingmaps.com
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Motivation
Web APIs & Services

• Data providers usually have an incentive to offer Web APIs
– Web 2.0 services enable easier access to data

– Google maps, Geonames, phone location…

– Microformats (vcard, calendar, review…)

– Data feeds

• Various functionalities are offered through Web APIs 
– Publishing, messaging, payment…

• Web 2.0 facilitates user involvement through “reverse” APIs (leveraging 
on human computation)

– Amazon Mechanical Turk, ESP game…

• Overall Web APIs are powering the vision of the Web as a 
computational platform 

50

TECHNICAL SOLUTION
RESTful Web Services
Conceptual Overview
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Conceptual Overview
Requirements

• Requirements supported by REST-enabled systems stem from the 
requirements addressed by any system following Web architecture1: 

– Simplicity
• Low barrier of entry, fast adoption of Web APIs.

– Extensibility
• Allowing growth and flexibility.

– Distributed hypermedia
• Relying on the established concepts of hyperlinked content.

– Scalability at the Web level
• Should rely on technologies/protocols supporting scalable solutions.

– Independent deployment
• Coexistence of old and new.

1 Taken from http://www.ics.uci.edu/~fielding/pubs/dissertation/web_arch_domain.htmon June 6th, 
2010.

52

• Participation in the creation of information is voluntary
– Low entry-barrier is necessary

• Hypermedia has simple and general user interface
– The same interface is used for all information sources

– Hypermedia relationships are flexible – unlimited structuring 

– Users can be guided through reading by manipulating links

– Simple queries are incorporated for searching purposes

• Partial availability of the overall system doesn’t prevent the authoring of 
the content

– Hypermedia authoring language is simple and capable of using existing tools

– Unavailability of referenced information allows further authoring

– References to the content are easily exchanged

• Communication can be viewed and interactively tested by developers

Conceptual Overview
Requirements - Simplicity
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• User requirements change over time just as society does

• The system must avoid locking to the deployed solutions
– The limitations must be easily resolvable

• A system with the goal to be long-lived as the Web must be prepared 
for change.

Conceptual Overview
Requirements - Extensibility

54

• Hypermedia includes application control information embedded within 
the presentation of information.

• Distributed hypermedia allows the content and control information to be 
stored at remote locations.

– Transfer of large amounts of data is needed while a user interacts with content.

• Users are quite sensitive to perceived latency.
– Time between link selection and information rendering

– Information is distributed across the global network

– Network interactions must be minimized. 

Conceptual Overview
Requirements – Distributed Hypermedia
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• The Web is Internet-scale distributed hypermedia system

• The Web must answer to to the problem of anarchic scalability
– The constituent systems are not centrally managed neither have a common goal

– Parts must continue to operate even under unanticipated load, or when given 
malformed or maliciously constructed data.

• Security becomes a significant concern
– Multiple trust boundaries may be present in any communication

– Additional authentication must be in place before trust can be given

– Authentication may degrade scalability

Conceptual Overview
Requirements – Internet Scale

56

• Systems must be prepared for gradual and fragmented change
– Old and new implementations may co-exist without preventing the new 

implementations to achieve their full potential.

• Existing design decisions must acknowledge future extensions

• Old systems must be easily identifiable
– Legacy behavior can be encapsulated without impacting newly deployed subsystems

• The architecture must allow deployment of new elements in a partial 
and iterative fashion

– Not possible to enforce deployment order.

Conceptual Overview
Requirements – Independent Deployment
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Conceptual Overview
Representational State Transfer (REST)

• Representational State Transfer (REST)
– A style of software architecture for distributed hypermedia systems such as the World 

Wide Web. 

• REST is basically client/server architectural style
– Requests and responses are built around the transfer of "representations" of 

"resources".

• Architectural style means
– Set of architectural constraints.

– Not a concrete architecture.

– An architecture may adopt REST constraints.

• HTTP is the main and the best example of a REST style implementation
– But it should not be confused with REST

58

Conceptual Overview
Major REST principles

• Information is organized in the form of resources
– Sources of specific information,

– Referenced with a global identifier (e.g., a URI in HTTP).

• Components of the network (user agents and origin servers) 
communicate via a standardized interface (e.g., HTTP)

– exchange representations of these resources (the actual documents conveying the 
information).

• Any number of connectors (e.g., clients, servers, caches, tunnels, etc.) 
can mediate the request, but each does so without being concern about 
anything but its own request

– an application can interact with a resource by knowing two things: the identifier of the 
resource and the action required

– no need to know whether there are caches, proxies, gateways, firewalls, tunnels, or 
anything else between it and resource

– The application needs to understand the format of the information (representation) 
returned.
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Conceptual Overview
REST Architectural Constrains (1)

• Client-server
– Separation of concerns

• Clients are separated from servers by a uniform interface. 

– Networking
• Clients are not concerned with data storage, which remains internal to each 

server, so that the portability of client code is improved. Servers are not 
concerned with the user interface or user state, so that servers can be 
simpler and more scalable. 

– Independent evolution
• Servers and clients may also be replaced and developed independently, as 

long as the interface is not altered.

60

Conceptual Overview
REST Architectural Constrains (2)

• Stateless communication
– Scalability, reliability

• No client context being stored on the server between requests. Each request from any 
client contains all of the information necessary to service the request.

– Resources are conversationally stateless
• Any conversational state is held in the client.

• Uniform Interface
– Simplicity (vs. efficiency)

– Large-grained hypermedia data transfer

– Example: Create, Retrieve, Update, Delete
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Conceptual Overview
REST Architectural Constrains (3)

• Caching
– Efficiency, scalability

• Well-managed caching partially or completely eliminates some client-server 
interactions, further improving scalability and performance.

– Consistency issues
• As on the World Wide Web, clients are able to cache responses. Responses must 

therefore, implicitly or explicitly, define themselves as cacheable or not, to prevent 
clients reusing stale or inappropriate data in response to further requests. 

• Code-on-demand
– Extending client functionality

• Servers are able to temporarily extend or customize the functionality of a client by 
transferring to it logic that it can execute. Examples of this may include compiled 
components such as Java applets and client-side scripts such as JavaScript.

62

Conceptual Overview
RESTful Web Service definition

• A RESTful Web service is:
– A set of Web resources.

– Interlinked.

– Data-centric, not functionality-centric.

– Machine-oriented.

• Like Web applications, but for machines.

• Like WS-*, but with more Web resources.

WS-* stands for a variety of specifications related to SOAP-based Web Services.
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WS-
collection
service

collection

entryentryentry

listEntries()
addEntry()
getEntry()

deleteEntry()
updateEntry()

listEntries()
addEntry()

getEntry()
deleteEntry()

updateEntry()

RESTful

Conceptual Overview
WS- vs REST: A quick comparison
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• A SOAP service (WS-) has a single endpoint that handles all the 
operations – therefore it has to have an application-specific interface.

• A RESTful service has a number of resources (the collection, each 
entry), so the operations can be distributed onto the resources and 
mapped to a small uniform set of operations.

Conceptual Overview
WS- vs REST: A quick comparison
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Hotel booking service

service 
description

search
results

hotel
info

confirmationmy bookings

payment

Conceptual Overview
High-level example: hotel booking

66

Hotel booking workflow
1. Retrieve service description

2. Submit search criteria according to description

3. Retrieve linked details of interesting hotels

4. Submit payment details according to selected rate description

5. Retrieve confirmation of booking

2b. Retrieve list of user's bookings

Conceptual Overview
High-level example: hotel booking
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Hotel booking service

service 
description

search
results

hotel
info

confirmationmy bookings

payment

Hotel booking service

service 
description

search
results

hotel
info

confirmationmy bookings

payment

search(date, city)
 list of hotels & rates

getHotelDetails(hotel)

 hotel details

reserve(rate, creditCard)
 confirmationID

getConfirmationDetails(confID)

 confirmation details

listMyBookings()
 list of confirmationIDs

nouns vs. verbs

Conceptual Overview
High-level example: hotel booking

hypermedia -> operations

68

Technologies

• Todays’s set of technologies, protocols and languages used to apply 
RESTful paradigm:

– HTTP as the basis

– XML and JSON for data exchange

– AJAX for client-side programming (e.g. browser)

• There exists an attempt to develop WSDL-like definition language for 
describing RESTful services

– Web Application Description Language (WADL)
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TECHNICAL SOLUTION
TECHNOLOGIES
Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP)

70

• Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP)
– A protocol for distributed, collaborative, hypermedia information systems.

– A request/response standard typical of client-server computing.
– Currently dominant version is HTTP/1.1.

• Massively used to deliver content over the Web
– Web browsers and spiders are relying on HTTP.

• The protocol is not constrained to TPC/IP
– It only presumes a reliable transport.

• Resources accessed by HTTP are identified by URIs (more specifically 
URLs), using the http URI schemes. 

HTTP
Overview
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• Request consists of
– Request line, such as GET /images/logo.gif HTTP/1.1, which requests a 

resource called /images/logo.gif from server.

– Headers, such as Accept-Language: en

– An empty line

– An optional message body

• Response consists of
– Status line which includes numeric status code and textual reason phrase

– Response headers

– An empty line

– The requested content

HTTP
Request-response format

72

• HTTP request methods indicate the desired action to be performed on 
the identified resource:

– GET
• Requests a representation of the specified resource. GET should not be used for operations 

that cause side-effects (problematic with robots and crawlers). Those operations are called 
safe operations.

– POST
• Submits data to be processed (e.g., from an HTML form) to the identified resource. The data 

is included in the body of the request.

– PUT
• Uploads a representation of the specified resource.

– DELETE
• Deletes the specified resource.

HTTP
Request methods
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• Example is relying on curl which is a command line tool used to 
transfer data with URL syntax

– Supports many protocols such as FTP, FTPS, HTTP, HTTPS, SCP, SFTP, etc.

– More information can be found at http://curl.haxx.se

• curl usage pattern is simple:

HTTP
Example – Retrieving FOAF profile

$ curl -v http://www.google.at

* About to connect() to www.google.at port 80 (#0)
*   Trying 74.125.87.104... connected
* Connected to www.google.at (74.125.87.104) port 80 (#0)
> GET / HTTP/1.1
> User-Agent: curl/7.19.6 (i686-pc-cygwin) libcurl/7.19.6 OpenSSL/0.9.8o zlib/1.2.3 libidn/1.18 libssh2/1.2
> Host: www.google.at
> Accept: */*
>
< HTTP/1.1 200 OK
< Date: Sun, 13 Jun 2010 15:13:15 GMT
< Expires: -1
< Cache-Control: private, max-age=0
< Content-Type: text/html; charset=ISO-8859-1
< Set-Cookie: PREF=ID=29937d127162f98f:TM=1276441995:LM=1276441995:S=wQcvUApkDnuGPQEa; expires=Tue, 12-Jun-2012 15:13:15
< Server: gws
< X-XSS-Protection: 1; mode=block
< Transfer-Encoding: chunked
<
<!doctype html><html><head><meta http-equiv="content-type" content="text/html; charset=ISO-8859-1"><title>Google</title> …

74

HTTP
Example – Retrieving FOAF profile

Srdjans-MacBook-Pro:~ skomazec$ curl -v http://www.sti-innsbruck.at/fileadmin/scripts/foaf.php?id=215

* About to connect() to www.sti-innsbruck.at port 80 (#0)
*   Trying 138.232.65.141... connected
* Connected to www.sti-innsbruck.at (138.232.65.141) port 80 (#0)
> GET /fileadmin/scripts/foaf.php?id=215 HTTP/1.1
> User-Agent: curl/7.19.7 (universal-apple-darwin10.0) libcurl/7.19.7 OpenSSL/0.9.8l zlib/1.2.3
> Host: www.sti-innsbruck.at
> Accept: */*
> 
< HTTP/1.1 200 OK
< Date: Sun, 06 Jun 2010 15:55:57 GMT
< Server: Apache
< X-Powered-By: PHP/5.2.0-8+etch16
< Content-Length: 944
< Content-Type: text/html; charset=UTF-8
< 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>

<rdf:RDF
xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#"
xmlns:foaf="http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/">

<foaf:PersonalProfileDocument rdf:about="">
<foaf:maker rdf:resource="#me"/>
<foaf:primaryTopic rdf:resource="#me"/>

</foaf:PersonalProfileDocument>
<foaf:Person rdf:ID="me">
<foaf:name>Srdjan Komazec</foaf:name> 
<foaf:givenname>Srdjan</foaf:givenname> 

<foaf:family_name>Komazec</foaf:family_name> 
<foaf:mbox_sha1sum>7348d8f19c568de04c7718880f700fad7acdfab9</foaf:mbox_sha1sum> 

<foaf:depiction rdf:resource="http://www.deri.at/fileadmin/images/photos/srdjan_komazec_01.jpg"/> 
<foaf:phone rdf:resource="tel:+43-512-507-6425"/> 
<foaf:workplaceHomepage rdf:resource="http://www.deri.at"/>
<foaf:workInfoHomepage rdf:resource="http://www.deri.at/about/team/details/?uid=215"/>

</foaf:Person>
* Connection #0 to host www.sti-innsbruck.at left intact
* Closing connection #0

Requested 
resource
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TECHNICAL SOLUTION
TECHNOLOGIES
eXtensible Markup Language (XML)

76

• eXtensible Markup Language (XML)
– A set of rules for encoding documents electronically.

– De-facto standard (W3C Recommendation).

• Ubiquitous presence on the Web and the Semantic Web
– Storage and transportation of data (RDF/XML and SOAP),

– Visualization of data (XHTML),

– Application configuration (XML configuration files), etc.

• As such it can not be avoided as a possible data format for Web 2.0 
Web Services.

XML
Overview
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• As opposed to JSON XML can be verified against a schema expressed 
in a number of languages such as Document Type Definition (DTD), 
and XML Schema:

– the vocabulary (element and attribute names),

– the content model (relationships and structure), and

– the data types.

• Founded on the standards laying in the core of Web
– Uniform Resource Identifiers (URI)

– Unicode

• Well-formedness an XML document
– Properly encoded legal Unicode characters,

– Special syntax characters such as < and & are used only as markup delineation,

– Element tags are correctly nested,

– Element tags are case sensitive,

– There exists a single “root” element.

XML
Characteristics
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XML
Example

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<Person>

<firstName>John</firstName>
<lastName>Smith</lastName>
<age>25</age> 
<address>
<streetAddress>21 2nd Street</streetAddress>    
<city>New York</city>    
<state>NY</state>    
<postalCode>10021</postalCode>  

</address>
<phoneNumber type="home">212 555-1234</phoneNumber>
<phoneNumber type="fax">646 555-4567</phoneNumber>  
<newSubscription>false</newSubscription>
<companyName />

</Person>
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TECHNICAL SOLUTION
TECHNOLOGIES
JavaScript Object Notation (JSON)
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JSON
Overview

• JavaScript Object Notation (JSON)
– A lightweight computer data interchange format.

– Specified in Request For Comment (RFC) 4627.

• Represents a simple alternative to XML
– A text-based, human-readable format for representing simple data structures and 

associative arrays (called objects).

• Used by a growing number of services

• JavaScript-friendly notation
– Its main application is in Ajax Web application programming.

• A serialized object or array

• No namespaces, attributes etc.

• No schema language (for description, verification)
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• JSON basic data types are
– Number (integer, real, or floating point)

– String (double-quoted Unicode with backslash escaping)

– Boolean (true and false)

– Array (an ordered sequence of values, comma-separated and enclosed in 
square brackets)

– Object (collection of key:value pairs, comma-separated and enclosed in curly 
braces)

– null

JSON
Data types

82

JSON
Example

{
"firstName": "John",
"lastName": "Smith",
"age": 25,     
"address": {         
"streetAddress": "21 2nd Street",         
"city": "New York",         
"state": "NY",   
"postalCode": "10021"     

}, 
"phoneNumbers": [  
{ "type": "home", "number": "212 555-1234" },           
{ "type": "fax", "number": "646 555-4567" } 

],   
"newSubscription": false, 
"companyName": null 

}
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TECHNICAL SOLUTION
TECHNOLOGIES
Asynchronous JavaScript and XML (AJAX)
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AJAX
Overview

• Asynchronous JavaScript and XML (AJAX)
– A group of interrelated web development techniques used on the client-side to create 

interactive web applications

– Web apps can fetch data from the server without refreshing the page 

• AJAX is used to increase interactivity and dynamism of web pages

• Since the technological base is partially shared AJAX and RESTful 
services make a good match

– Enriching Web pages with the data operated through RESTful services
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AJAX
Constituent technologies

• (X)HTML and CSS
– Information styling and marking.

• Document Object Model (DOM)
– A cross-platform and language-independent convention for representing and 

interacting with objects in HTML, XHTML and XML documents.

– Objects are accessed through JavaScript

• XMLHttpRequest object
– Present in all major browsers

– Method to exchange data between the server and browser in async manner

• XML or JavaScript Object Notation - JSON
– Interchange, manipulation and display of data.

• JavaScript
– Language which brings all these technologies together

86

TECHNICAL SOLUTION
TECHNOLOGIES
Web Application Description Language (WADL)
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WADL
Quick overview

• Web Application Description Language
– No real uptake

– W3C Member Submission

• Application ( = our Web service)
– Has resources

– Resources have HTTP methods

– Inputs and outputs can contain links to resources

• WADL focuses on resources and hypertext
– As opposed to operations (WSDL)

88

WADL
Example

Example taken from Marc Hadley, Web Application Description Language, W3C Member Submission, http://www.w3.org/Submission/wadl 
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Illustration By a Larger 
Example

90

Illustration By a Larger Example
Twitter REST API

• Twitter is social networking and microblogging service that enables its 
users to send and read messages known as tweets.

• Tweets are text-based posts of up to 140 characters displayed on the 
author's profile page and delivered to the author's subscribers who are 
known as followers.

• Twitter has offered a comprehensive set of RESTful APIs to access 
core Twitter data: update timelines, status data and user information.

• User sensitive data is protected by the HTTP Basic authentication 
mechanism. 
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Hands On: Twitter API

Developer page: https://dev.twitter.com/

API start page: https://dev.twitter.com/overview/api

92

Hands On: Twitter API

Twitter widgets: direct homepage integration of twitter content

1. Login to own twitter account

2. https://twitter.com/settings/widgets

3. „Create New Widget“

4. .
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Method: statuses user_timeline

Description: Returns the 20 most recent statuses posted from the authenticating 
user. It's also possible to request another user's timeline via the id 
parameter.

URL: http://api.twitter.com/1/statuses/user_timeline.format

Formats: xml, json, rss, atom

HTTP Method: GET

Parameters: id optional Specifies the ID or screen name of the user for whom to 
return the user timeline.

since_id optional Returns only statuses with an ID greater than (that is, more 
recent than) the specified ID.

max_id optional Returns only statuses with an ID less than (that is, older 
than) or equal to the specified ID.

Illustration By a Larger Example
Twitter REST API – GET example – User Timeline
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Illustration By a Larger Example
Twitter REST API – GET example

Srdjans-MacBook-Pro:~ skomazec$ curl -v http://api.twitter.com/1/statuses/user_timeline/google.xml

* About to connect() to api.twitter.com port 80 (#0)
*   Trying 168.143.162.45... connected
* Connected to api.twitter.com (168.143.162.45) port 80 (#0)
> GET /1/statuses/user_timeline/google.xml HTTP/1.1
> User-Agent: curl/7.19.7 (universal-apple-darwin10.0) libcurl/7.19.7 OpenSSL/0.9.8l zlib/1.2.3
> Host: api.twitter.com
> Accept: */*
> 
< HTTP/1.1 200 OK
< Date: Sun, 06 Jun 2010 16:04:48 GMT
< Server: hi
< Status: 200 OK
…
< Vary: Accept-Encoding
< Connection: close
< 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<statuses type="array">
<status>
<created_at>Sat Jun 05 15:24:45 +0000 2010</created_at>
<id>15493557859</id>
<text>#subsaturday @youtube channels: Forbes http://goo.gl/BKnh; NHLvideo http://goo.gl/kGlK; CelebrityPlaylists 

http://goo.gl/BL1y</text>
<source>web</source>
<truncated>false</truncated>
<in_reply_to_status_id></in_reply_to_status_id>
<in_reply_to_user_id></in_reply_to_user_id>
<favorited>false</favorited>
<in_reply_to_screen_name></in_reply_to_screen_name>
<user>
<id>20536157</id>
<name>A Googler</name>
<screen_name>google</screen_name>
<location>Mountain View, CA</location>
<description>News and updates from Google</description>
<profile_image_url>http://a3.twimg.com/profile_images/77186109/favicon_normal.png</profile_image_url>
<url>http://www.google.com/support/</url>
…

Service URL
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Illustration By a Larger Example
Twitter REST API – GET example – Statuses Show

Method: statuses show

Description: Returns a single status, specified by the id parameter below. The 
status's author will be returned inline.

URL: http://api.twitter.com/1/statuses/show/id.format

Formats: xml, json

HTTP Method: GET

Parameters: id required The numerical ID of the status to retrieve.

Status is a Web resource!!!
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Illustration By a Larger Example
Twitter REST API – GET example

Srdjans-MacBook-Pro:~ skomazec$ curl -v http://api.twitter.com/1/statuses/show/9627441680.xml

* About to connect() to api.twitter.com port 80 (#0)
*   Trying 128.242.245.93... connected
* Connected to api.twitter.com (128.242.245.93) port 80 (#0)
> GET /1/statuses/show/9627441680.xml HTTP/1.1
> User-Agent: curl/7.19.7 (universal-apple-darwin10.0) libcurl/7.19.7 OpenSSL/0.9.8l zlib/1.2.3
> Host: api.twitter.com
> Accept: */*
> 
< HTTP/1.1 200 OK
< Date: Sun, 06 Jun 2010 16:09:31 GMT
< Server: hi
< Status: 200 OK
< X-Transaction: 1275840571-6663-24393
< X-RateLimit-Limit: 150
…
< Vary: Accept-Encoding
< Connection: close
< 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<status>
<created_at>Thu Feb 25 14:23:37 +0000 2010</created_at>
<id>9627441680</id>
<text>From our European public policy blog, Amit Singhal explains just how tough search is: http://bit.ly/9UbBSD</text>
<source>&lt;a href=&quot;http://bit.ly&quot; rel=&quot;nofollow&quot;&gt;bit.ly&lt;/a&gt;</source>
<truncated>false</truncated>
…
<user>
<id>20536157</id>
<name>A Googler</name>
<screen_name>google</screen_name>
<location>Mountain View, CA</location>
<description>News and updates from Google</description>
<profile_image_url>http://a3.twimg.com/profile_images/77186109/favicon_normal.png</profile_image_url>
<url>http://www.google.com/support/</url>
<protected>false</protected>
<followers_count>2266241</followers_count>
…

Service URL
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Illustration By a Larger Example
Twitter REST API – POST example – Statuses Update

Method: statuses update

Description: Updates the authenticating user's status. Requires the status 
parameter specified below. Request must be a POST.  A status 
update with text identical to the authenticating user's current status 
will be ignored to prevent duplicates.

URL: http://api.twitter.com/1/statuses/update.format

Formats: xml, json

HTTP Method: POST

Parameters: status required The text of your status update. URL encode 
as necessary.

lat optional The location's latitude that this tweet refers 
to.

long optional The location's longitude that this tweet 
refers to.

in_reply_to_status_id optional The ID of an existing status that the update is 
in reply to.
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Illustration By a Larger Example
Twitter REST API – POST example

Srdjans-MacBook-Pro:~ skomazec$ curl -u skomazec:xxxxxxxx -d 'status=APITest' http://api.twitter.com/1/statuses/update.xml

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<status>
<created_at>Sun Jun 06 16:30:08 +0000 2010</created_at>
<id>15566102131</id>
<text>APITest</text>
<source>&lt;a href=&quot;http://apiwiki.twitter.com/&quot; rel=&quot;nofollow&quot;&gt;API&lt;/a&gt;</source>
<truncated>false</truncated>
<in_reply_to_status_id></in_reply_to_status_id>
<in_reply_to_user_id></in_reply_to_user_id>
<favorited>false</favorited>
<in_reply_to_screen_name></in_reply_to_screen_name>
<user>
<id>20307518</id>
<name>Srdjan Komazec</name>
<screen_name>skomazec</screen_name>
<location>Innsbruck, Austria</location>
<description></description>
<profile_image_url>http://s.twimg.com/a/1275689140/images/default_profile_0_normal.png</profile_image_url>
<url></url>
<protected>false</protected>
…
<friends_count>3</friends_count>
<created_at>Sat Feb 07 12:51:45 +0000 2009</created_at>
<favourites_count>0</favourites_count>
<utc_offset>3600</utc_offset>
<time_zone>Vienna</time_zone>
…

</user>
<geo/>
<coordinates/>
<place/>
<contributors/>

</status>

Service URLHTTP Post
payload

HTTP Basic
Authentication
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APIs also for other Social Networks are available
e.g. hands on: Facebook API

Developer page: https://developers.facebook.com

Products:

• Ad framework (Websites, Apps)

• Analytics

• App support

• Facebook Login

• Messaging

• Marketing

• Social Plugins

 Like, share, send, comment directly from own website

 Embedd Posts and videos in own website

 more

100

Extensions
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Extensions

• Semantic descriptions of RESTful services
– hRESTS like a simplified WSDL to annotate Web pages describing service 

functionality

– MicroWSMO adds semantic annotations (like SAWSDL)

– Annotations can target WSMO-Lite descriptions

– JSON-LD: JSON for Linking Data

• Methods to analyze JavaScript in AJAX sites
– The present trend is to pack RESTful functionality in the form of JavaScript libraries

• Google AJAX Search API (http://code.google.com/apis/ajaxsearch)

– Analysis of the code could unveil information about the used services 

102

Summary 
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Summary

• Web 2.0 technologies are ubiquitously present on today’s Web
– Users are dominant producers of data.

– Data is opened for further processing and integration.

• Representational State Transfer (REST) is an architectural style 
especially suitable to exploit the Web data and offer services on top of 
the data

– The RESTful systems are compliant with the Web requirements.

– REST brings near the data residing on the Web and the ways to process it.

104

Summary

• RESTful-approach represents a natural way to offer Web Services as 
opposed to the SOAP-based Web Services

– It builds on top of the architectural style which pervades the Web

– It relies on the proven Web protocol (HTTP) and data formats (XML, JSON).

– It integrates easily with the dominant visualization tool (a.k.a. Web browser) through 
JavaScript and AJAX.

• RESTful-based services are dominating the Service Web 2

– 68% RESTful services vs. 19% SOAP services (2009).

– In the meanwhile, the distribution remains stable:

REST (69%), SOAP (18%), JavaScript (5%), 

and XML-RPC (2%) – in 2014.

2 Statistics from the Programmable Web on Dec 17, 2009 & March 24, 2014 @ http://www.programmableweb.com/apis
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Next Lecture

# Title

1 Introduction

2 Web Science + TourPack project (separate slideset)

3 Service Science

4 Web services

5 Web2.0 services + ONLIM APIs (separate slideset)

6 Semantic Web

7 Semantic Web Service Stack (WSMO, WSML, WSMX)

8 OWL-S and the others

9 Semantic Services as a Part of the Future Internet and Big Data Technology

10 Lightweight Annotations

11 Linked Services

12 Applications

13 Mobile Services
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Questions?


